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Introduction 
GoDocSign, Inc. (otherwise, "GoDocSign", "we", "its" or "us") is an 
international firm based in Las Vegas Nevada, USA. We provide 
documents automation software program as a solution that assists 
business streamline processes to develop, approve and also e-sign 
propositions, quotes, agreements and also other records. 
Where GoDocSign's Privacy Notification sets forth its individual 
information handling methods when utilizing its www.GoDocSign.com site 
(the "Web Site") or its services or products (" Solutions"), this 
Cookie Notification supplies additional explanation in addition to 
options available to you relating to Cookie usage. 
Cookie Notification 
GoDocSign utilizes cookies and various other similar technologies on 
its Web site as well as Services. Where several of these cookies are 
purely essential (necessary) for GoDocSign to run its Web site and 
provide its solutions, others are not. For instance, non-essential 
cookies may offer benefits to us (like aiding to boost our Internet 
site's efficiency) and concurrently boost your experience when you see 
the Website. 
Except as or else mentioned in this Cookie Notice as well as our 
Privacy Notification, we do not sell, trade, rental fee or otherwise 
share for advertising objectives your Personal Information with 3rd 
parties without your authorization. 
About cookies 
Before we enter the information, it is essential to clarify what we're 
discussing. "Cookies" are tiny information files that are sent to your 
computer when you surf a web site. Cookies are common on the internet 
and as stated over, can supply enormous advantages to services and 
also individuals alike. They can also impact your privacy. 
Cookie attributes and how we utilize them 
Cookies can be found in all various sizes and shapes. What we mean by 
this is that there are a number of means to define cookies by, as we 
call them, "cookie characteristics." These attributes consist of the 
adhering to and are not limited to simply one category: 
By function. Cookies can be identified right into general 
classifications depending on their function (and also of course, the 
widest cookie classification by objective is crucial as well as non-
essential!). 
Necessary. These cookies are necessary or "strictly required" for the 
Web site or solution to run as meant. Examples of this consist of 
logging in you on the website, sending out a record for an eSignature, 



welcoming users, and allowing access to various functions such as 
setting your personal privacy preferences, visiting or completing 
kinds, creating a distinct customer session, and allowing 
accessibility to secure locations. 
Capability. These cookies are made use of to bear in mind internet 
site choices as well as options (like your language preference). This 
can consist of log-in information (name and also password), area you 
stay in (Nation); and personalized components on a webpage. We, or our 
third-party providers whose services we included right into our pages, 
might establish these cookies. These cookies do not track searching on 
other websites and also do not gather information for advertising. 
Particular internet site capability might stop to be available to you 
by disabling them. 
Efficiency. * These cookies are made use of to improve and also 
enhance the performance of our Website and our Services. They collect 
details that helps us understand exactly how our clients are making 
use of the Website and our Providers and also evaluating the 
efficiency of our advertising and marketing projects. For instance, we 
may utilize Google Analytics, ReadMe or various other third-party 
solutions to gather Web site analytics. These cookies may accumulate 
IP addresses and also might generate special identifiers to evaluate 
just how often you visit our Internet site and also collect various 
other metrics such as web page views. These cookies collect aggregated 
info and also are therefore confidential. If you do not permit these 
cookies, we will not know when you have visited our Site and also will 
not be able to check its performance. 
Targeting. * Targeting cookies are utilized by our advertising and 
marketing companions as well as job primarily via uniquely identifying 
your gadget (e.g., promoting ID, IP address, geolocation), and are 
used to build a profile of your rate of interests as well as reveal 
you appropriate ads on various other sites you may check out. These 
cookies are largely placed by 3rd parties and also may be utilized to 
connect to social media systems. If you do not allow these cookies, 
you will experience less targeted advertising. 
NOTE: Performance as well as Targeting Cookie Categories above are 
non-essential. 
By party positioning. Cookies are likewise distinct by the event 
establishing them in relation to the internet site. 
First party. These cookies are established (sent out to your computer 
system) by the internet site proprietor. When you visit our Web site, 
any type of cookies we set are called first-party cookies. 
3rd party. These cookies are set (sent out to your computer) by any 
person yet the website owner. When you check out a site, any cookies 



embeded in this fashion are called third party cookies. 3rd party 
cookies are established particularly to track as well as tape a web 
surfer's activity online such as surfing background, on-line actions, 
and also demographics. This info is after that utilized to develop a 
customer profile in order to comprehend individual's task and internet 
site's efficiency, and create custom made promotions. 
By period. Cookies are additionally distinct by the size of time they 
are functional. 
Session. Session Cookies exist temporarily-- they run just during the 
period when the internet browser is open. They enable the user to 
continue to be identified from web page to web page within a web site. 
Throughout the session, these cookies keep in mind activities that a 
user takes and afterwards ends when the web browser is closed out. 
Persistent. Persistent Cookies are established for substantially 
longer durations than Session Cookies (normally 1-- 2 years). These 
cookies terminate on a specific day or after a period of time has 
elapsed. During the time they are functional, they can provide 
advantages consisting of assisting confirm an individual, keeping a 
customer logged in as well as keeping in mind just how choices are 
established such as menu setup, styles, language option and internal 
bookmarks. They can also be used to track searching behaviors and 
produce an electronic file throughout this time, unless disabled. 
Placing it all with each other. So, how does this all work? Allow's 
take an example: When you sign a GoDocSign record, we track your email 
address and IP address via positioning of a cookie to make sure the 
validity of your eSignature. This indicates that the site proprietor 
(GoDocSign) has set this cookie (it's a first celebration cookie); it 
will certainly end when you sign your file (it's a session cookie); 
and also it is strictly necessary for the website to operate properly 
(it's a vital cookie). 
Other technologies we use. 
Cookies are not the only means to track visitors to a website. We, and 
our third-party partners, might use various other similar technologies 
such as clear GIFs (also called "tracking pixels" and "internet 
beacons"). Clear GIFs are little graphics submits which contain an 
identifier that identifies when an individual sees our Web site. This 
enables our third-party partners to check traffic patterns in between 
websites, interact with cookies, to understand if you have actually 
come from an ad displayed on a 3rd party web site, to keep an eye on 
the success of advertising campaigns as well as to boost site 
efficiency. These technologies usually count on cookies to operate, so 
disabling cookies in your internet browser will harm their 
performance. 



Your alternatives. 
Handling use of cookies in your internet browser. Numerous web 
browsers enable you as a customer to change or perhaps delete cookie 
setups-- as well as this consists of purely needed cookies. To figure 
out more about how to do this, see the following links to significant 
web browsers below, offered your ease. If your web browser isn't 
listed here, go to the help web pages of your certain web browser for 
support. For further details regarding cookies as well as how to 
customize cookie settings, see 
http://www.allaboutcookies.org/browsers/index.html and also 
www.allaboutcookies.org. 
For Google Chrome, most likely to: Google Chrome Cookie Assistance. 
For Microsoft Side, most likely to: MicroSoft Side Cookie Assistance. 
For Opera, most likely to: Opera Cookie Help. 
For Firefox, most likely to: FireFox Desktop Tracking Security. 
For Apple Safari, most likely to: Apple Cookie Help. 
Managing use of cookies via cookie banner and 3rd parties. 
Cookie Banner. GoDocSign provides you the choice to either approve 
(opt-in) or decrease (opt-out) its use of cookies via a Cookie Banner. 
By accepting cookies, we will certainly utilize cookies for the 
objectives explained in this notice. By exercising the alternative to 
decrease, non-essential cookies will not be utilized. This will 
certainly not impact our use strictly needed cookies as without them, 
the Web site may not function/display effectively. 
Third Parties. Any type of cookies that are positioned on your surfing 
device by a third party can be handled with your internet browser (as 
described above) or by examining the third party's website for more 
information regarding cookie monitoring as well as just how to "opt-
out" of receiving cookies from them. You can discover more at the 
following 3rd party sites:. 
AllAboutCookies: http://www.allaboutcookies.org/. 
Network Advertising and marketing Campaign: 
http://www.networkadvertising.org/. 
Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_cookie. 
Opting-out of interest-based advertising and marketing cookies. 
We do not control interest-based advertising and marketing cookies on 
our Providers. Nonetheless, many advertising companies that gather 
information for interest-based advertising are participants of the 
Digital Marketing Alliance (DAA) or the Network Marketing Effort 
(NAI), both of which preserve websites where individuals can opt out 
of interest-based marketing from their participants. 
To opt-out of site interest-based marketing given by each company's 
respective getting involved business, go to:. 



the DAA's opt-out portal available at http://optout.aboutads.info/,. 
the DAA of Canada's opt-out portal readily available at 
https://youradchoices.ca/en/tools, or. 
the NAI's opt-out website available at 
http://optout.networkadvertising.org/?c=1. 
Citizens of the European Union may opt-out of on-line behavioral 
advertising and marketing offered by the European Interactive Digital 
Advertising and marketing Alliance's taking part member organizations 
by visiting https://www.youronlinechoices.eu/. 


